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In New Jersey, ii .groundater’
contamination exists’abOve
applicable cleanup standards,.
is it always necessary to. fully’
remediate groundwater to meet
applicable cleanup standards?
‘.

No. The ‘New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (“NJDEP”) will
permit “exceptions” to strict compliance
with the State’s “Groundwater Cleanup
Standards”.
NJDEP will approve a
Classification Exception Area (“CEA”),
authorizing an owner or operator to
leave groundwater contamination in
place, without aggressively remediating
the particular constituents at issue. In
certain cases, a CEA may also be.approved
in the context of an active remediation
strategy. In all cases, theapplicant must
demonstrate the anticipated duration
or “term” of the CEA, or the point at
which it is anticipated that contamination
will sufficiently degrade to meet strict
compliance. Applicants must also map
the boundaries of the proposed CEA and
identify the particular contaminants that
will be subjecttothe exception. The NJDEP
will also require applicants to address the
presence or absence of potable wells and
receptors. Significantly, both residential
and commercial development may be
achieved in concert with CEAs and other
related controls authorized by NJDEP.
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Be careful where you stand wheii the paradigths shift.
The life ‘science industry is changing. Traditional business models are swiftly
• changing..The future is uncertain. We’re all really worried. This is nothing new.
E,ôlution is the order of things both natural and man-made. Major pharmaceutical
companies are adapting a new business paradigm. Instead of NIH “not invented
here” they are looking outward and building strategic partnerships with companies
large and small. Like the old Hollywood,studios, which once controlled every aspect
Of the moviemaking process from contraCting the actor to. popping the corn, pharmas
now see the value of filling their pipeline with another company’s product.
The workforce must be ready for this change. Iknow many life science professionals
who list three or four different companies on their resumes. The company names on
their business cards have merged their way from one to two to three initials. No one
expects to spend an entire working life at a single company, let alone a few years.
None of this should surprise us. The technology that drives pharmaceutical and
biotech’ is advancing at an exponential, rate. Like “Moore’s Law” in ‘the computer
world, which postulated the doubling of the number of transistors in a ‘processor every
two years, so, too,, does research rapidly advance. Technologic evolution
drives product innovation. As the technologies improve, the less efficient
‘machines are cast nside.
I
The people who work in this industry must be
•
‘careful to. avoid the fate of outdated technology
or business models. By advancing their skills,
• •
they adapt to.the new technology as it arrives. They
need,to be ready for the outsourced, virtualized,
commoditized and right-sized company of the
=
future.
For.the moment, New Jersey is a fertile
place for the research ecosystem. We have
a highly developed life s’cience cluster with
significant natural resources, human capital and communities of inter-dependent and
diverse participants. But our primacy as the “nation’s medicine cabinet” is not pre
ordained. Government policy has and can influence our future. The Garden State’s
technologic garden needs careful tending.
When one company buys another, they’re acquiring the human capital in addition
to the tangible assets. When that company moves research out of state, we’ve all
lost something valuable if the smart people have no choice but to follow. We must
provide our best and brightest talent new niches in which to thrive. If not, they’ll
,migrate elsewhere.
Policymakers ,need to proyidé the life science industry the necessary resources
for growth. We ‘need to press our advantage in intellectual capital by ensuring
the children of life science professionals and oth’ers have the education and
encouragement to take over when their parents retire. We need to nurture the small
startups that àrè vital.to supporting the outsourced pharma business model. And we
need to ensure that government’doesn’t slow the industry down with unnecessary
bureaucracy or regulations.
As Greek philosopher, Heraclitus said, “Change is the only constant.” If we wish to
thrive as a life science’professional, business or state we must plan for it. In this form
of evolution, intelligent design is the right strategy.
.
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Drew Harris is the president of the NJ Association for Biomedical Research.
For more information, visit www.njabr.org.

